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EXCLUSIVE: TEENERS "BUZZED" BY SAUCES. Jack Glover (extreme left) is pictured
above pointing to a drawing of a flying saucer which hovered over a car at Greencastle, Ind.,
and dropped an explosive object before departing.

Glover, 18, is shown here with (left to

right) George Bennett, 17; Rosie Brattain (not a witness); and Jerry Brattain.
Bie incident occurred as Glover, Bennett, Jerry Brattain, and another teenager,
Bob Coleman, 18, were driving home to Greencastle from nearby Russelville. While on St. 234
their attention was attracted to a huge red light in the sky, and they parked to get a better
look at it.

As soon as they stopped the car the red light moved over them and descended
to about 200 feet above them.

"It wasn't shaped like anything we had ever seen," said Glover. "It appeared to
be about 50 by 100 feet in size, equipped with large white lights on each side.
colored lights were also visible." All agreed the thing was kidney shaped.

Several other

Somewhat frightened, but intensely curious, the boys flashed the car spotlight
on 1he object, but after that didn't take the time to obtain a better look.

For as soon as

the light hit the saucer, it descended toward them rapidly, discharging an object which entered
1he car and exploded against Glover's cheek after bouncing from the floor. Hien ihe object
shot upward at great speed and "then moved north like a bolt of lightening," to quote Glover.
Feeling that the story might possibly be a hoax dreamed up by imaginative teeners,

IHE BULLETIN tracked down 1he source Of the st>ry. We learned from The Indianapolis News,
where Ihe story had appeared, that it originated in Greencastle from a correspondent who worked
for a small weekly newspaper, Die Putnam County Graphic.

Next we telephoned the correspondent in Greencastle, learned he, Kenneth Bennett,
was not only the father of witness George Bennett, but the owner of the paper as well. He had
bees in the newspaper business U years, he said, also was the publisher of a house publication
issued by the Arketax Ceramic Corp., a large Indiana firm. After speaking momentarily with
Bennett, we felt we could get at the truth of the story.
Bennett confirmed the story word far word as printed, adding other information.

First, he was convinced his son was telling the truth.

"After knowing my boy for 17 years,"

Bennett told us, "I should be able to tell whether he is telling the truth. I've fed, clothed
and schooled him all these years, and I don't think he'd lie to me."
Bennett added that he had "never seen a bunch of boys as excited" as the group
was when they rushed into his house, out of breath, after the incident.
Questioned further about the "bomb," Bennett's son said it exploded "like a
loud handclap," leaving no burns. After the explosion the boys found yellow, purple and blue
fragments on the floor of the car, but averred the fragments in no way resembled the paper left
from an exploded Fourth of July firecracker. They had turned over the fragments to a local
chemist, Bennett said, but at that time had received no report.
Ihere was no odor during the incident, though Bennett described an odd noise

accompanying the sighting.

"It was a real soft noise — not at all ijfa» the noise a plane

makes," Bennett said. When asked if it were a hue, he said, "that is more like it." Ihe
boys had no idea how the object had entered the car, though presumed it was fror. the saucer.

No Air Force investigation had been made at the time of the interview, nor had
the sighting been reported to the A.F. State Police had been notified, however, and Putnam
County Sheriff Joe Soilings advised young people not to visit the scene of the sighting. He
said his office had received several other reports from residents in the northwest part of the
county that they, too, hid seen saucers resembling the type reported by the four youths.
At presstiae Hugh MePherson, who runs a weekly flying saucer radio flew* program
on WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., was making further investigations. Incidentally, your editor
usually gets on this weekly program by way of tape,

the show starts at Utl5 E.D.S.Z.

DANA HOWARD (authoress of "DIANE—SHE CAME FBOM VENDS" and "MY BO? TO VENUS")
has finally published her new volume many Howard fans have been waiting for. Titled "OVEX
THE THRESHOLD," the new hard cover book has been described as a "startling adventure in New
Age realities.ii through the mouthpiece of a beautiful out-of«space messenger, Diane, the
book is said to "provide a method for reaching tomorrow's greatness today."
In a letter to BE BULLETIN Dana Howard explained that the latest aesaages from
Diane are teachings that "use the molding power of thought, not as an abstract siiittitnii. with

a hit and miss result.......

but something which can now be tapped and used far The pro

duction of the things we desire on this earth, health, wealth and happiness." Ihe author
used the new techniques on a health condition of her own, she stated, and experienced almost
magical results. She sincerely believes "this is the biggest thing to come out of sancerdom."
If you do not already have this new book, SAUCERIAN headquarters can supply it at $3.00.
While talking about books, we still have a few copies of T. James's bound manuscript, titled

SPACEMEN—FRIENDS AND FOES, at $2.00. Warnings
EXCLUSIVEt

it's not something to be read at bedtime I

BUCK NELSON'S OLD AGE PENSION HAS BEEN TAKEN AWAY FROM HIM because

of his publicizing alleged visits by space people.
We quote from Nelson's letter: "I was receiving what is called a permanent,

total disability pension.

I understand the state pays half and the county half, though the

check is made out by the State of Missouri.

"Edna Haggard, my case worker, came to my home and said to me, 'Anyone who
saw a flying saucer, or said they did — and especially anyone who said they rode in one is
CRAZY.'

She was very mean and ornery to me.

What I had to take from her was a shame.

She

said I would have to take an examination for my sanity to get my pension back, but said she

thought I would NEVER get it back. She said they would even put ae in an insane asylum to
stop my story, and that they would starve ae out and force me to shut up that way.

TOy pension check was for $55.00 per month, and I thought that was nearly star
vation living.

Now I do a lot worse and live on much less."

Nelson adds that "Someone phoned ae to say that Senator Capehart aay r=*n some
public hearings on CONTACTEES, and that he had heard one of ay tape recordings."
"I may be called a Communist and considered one, because I am against war and
the bomb tests.

I sure am NOT."

Incidentally, the address of Nelson's case worker is: County Welfare Office,
Houston, Missouri.

CLOSE BEHIND IKES LETTER FROM NELSON came another of equal interest, and we
must take snace to auote from it:
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"I am having more trouble, Mr. Barker. It seems like they won't leave me alone.
I have been working on a plan to get lights and power from the air — FREE POWER. A sort of

private Saucer Convention was held at my place here June 29-30, which about 50 people attended.
At this Convention I made the statement that I was working on this free power, and that I had
succeeded in obtaining enough power to burn out light bulbs, but had NOT found how to control

it, as it came in spurges, and NOT in a steady flow.

Ihe people at the convention were very

interested in my discovery and wished me well.

"THEN ON JULY 4th THREE MEN CALLED ON ME, demanded my blueprints and equipment.

I refused to give this to them, and then the men said they did not have time to argue with me,
and started to find gasoline and coal oil to burn me out, said a bad accident would leave no
evidence, and also get rid of me, thus stopping my story and free power invention all at once.
So I gave them the drawings and equipment.

"After they looked the material all over, the men said I was on the right track

and coming too close to this FREE POWER. Ihey told me NEVES to work on the project again, and
let it entirely alone. They said if I did, and they found out about it, I would have a bad

i

accident. The men seemed to know what to look for when examining my equipment. Ihey took not

',

only what I used in the experiment, but also lots of extra wiring, sockets, etc., which they
said could be used. So I lost lots of electrical equipment in this steal. I don't see why I
always have to be the goat."

SO THERE YOU HAVE BUCK NELSON'S AMAZINE NARRATIVE. Although not every saucerer

has believed Buck Nelson's experiences, most everyone admits his narratives have been interesting.
Nelson's book, MY TRIP TO MARS, THE MOON AND VENUS (paper bound) is now out, and THE BULLETIN
has arranged to supply them to readers at $1.00 each. This is a complete accounting of Buck's

alleged space exploits and encounters with saucermen. You can send in your order immediately.
NORBERT F. GARIETY, Florida saucerenthusiast, is publishing a very fine bulletin

titled S.P.A.C.E. Subscription price for the monthly is $3.00 per year, or if you want to see
before you subscribe, you can obtain a free sample copy. Write to Gariety at 267 Alhaabra Circle.
Coral Gables, Florida.

EXCLUSIVE: C.S.I. LEADES HAS FRACAS WITH FRY.

The most exciting feature of

the Long John (WOS, NYC) radio show of June 21 was not heard on the air for it was aainly
visual. George Van Tassell and Daniel Fry, both claimants of contacts: with space people and
rides in flying saucers, appeared on the interview show MC'd by Long John Nebel after "»wwc
a successful lecture in New York City the night before, when they had drawn more than 1000
paid admissions.

Lex Mebane, one of the leaders of Civilian Saucer Intelligence, a Manhattan
saucer investigation group, along with CSI members Ted Bloecher and Jules St. Germain, joined
the interview late in the morning (the show runs from ItOO to 5:30 A.M.), seriously questioned
the contact claims of the participants.

Fry, "on the fire" for a considerable time, finally announced, "You have main- '

tained that you could recognize a genuine extra-terrestrial artifact, and have been asking for
physical evidence that we are in contact with extraterrestrials. YET HERE, UNDER YOUR EYES.
HAS IAIN UNNOTICED FOS FIVE HOURS AN ARID-ACT WHICH IS NOT DUPLICATED ANYWHERE ON EABTH!"

With this he indicated an object lying on the table, a brown, perforated disk
about two inches in diameter and half an inch thick.

Mebane made a dive over fry's shoulder for the object, hastily pocketed it,

with the intention, we assume of analyzing it. Fry, seemingly greatly upset at the loos of his
interplanetary artifact,leaped from his chair to recover it. The resulting scuffle didn't

reach violent proportions, since the disk came out a hole in Mebane's pocket, fell to the
floor. It all added up to a group of embarrassed saucerers and Long John trying to fill the
empty air space during the hassle. Fry finally recovered and pocketed the disk.
Considerable bad blood had been shed during the program while C.S.I.:

(1) Charged that Van Tassell's so-called "rejuvenation machine" (which Van
Tassell has allegedly employed to restore a lizard's crushed head) was fraudulent.

(2) Developed that Van Tassell had received roughly $29,000 in the past six
months from supporters of his College of Universal Wisdom, an organisation cf which Van Tassell
has complete financial control and the sole power to write checks.

(3) Questioned Van Tassell unsuccessfully for the name and address of a Detroit
man who was constructing a "Con-o-Scope" for him — a device similar to a crystal ball in which

scenes of far-away events could be seen without psychic ability, and which bad been developed
from plans supplied by space people. Nostradamus had one cf these devices, Van Tassel, stated,
and that enabled him to make, his world-famous predictions.
In a statement to THE BULLETIN Mebane stated that the metallic «ha exhibited

by Jftf was recognizable as a "torodial ferrite magnet of the type used in high-speed computers."
MOSE NEWS ABOUT VAN TASSEL: He told a group of saucerers at Franklin, Pa., that
at the beginniag of his trip to the East his brand new plane was caught in a whirlwind and smashed
to bits while leaving Giant Sock Airport, and that as a result he had to drive. Van Tassel also
told the Franklin group he was to confer with President Eisenhower on the subject of radiation
while in the east, but the nesting was called off when the President became ill and went to Get
tysburg, Pa. All this according to Van Tassel.
AflENTION DETROIT: Newsdealers in your city are evidently trying to keep Say
Palmer's new saucer magazine off the news stands there. Will not handle it. Get after them.
The second issue (August) of the Palmer tine, FLYING SAUCERS FROM OSES WORLDS,

has been out for a couple of weeks. Even better than the first issue. G.B. is Eastern Editor.
You can subscribe: 12 issues for $3.50. Write to Palmer Publications, Amherst, Wisconsin.
IF YOU ABE INTERESTED IN COMPLETING YOUR "FATE" LIBRARY, we can obtain the fol

lowing back issues: Vol. 2, No. 1, $1.00; Vol. 3, No's. 3, 4, 6, 8, $1.00 ea.; Vol. 4, No's.
2, 3, 4,
7, 8, 9,
No's, 1,
35< ea.;

6, 7, 8, 751 ea.; Vol. 5, No's. 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 75£ ea.; Vol. 6, No's. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
10, 11, 12, 50* ea*; Vol. 7, No's. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 50* ea.f Vol. 8,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 35* ea.; Vol. 9, No's. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
Vol. 10, No. 1, 35*. If anybody wants the entire works, vs're authorised to aake you

a package price of $30.00.
NICAP's publication, THE UFO INVESTIGATOR, edited by Haj. Donald K. Keyhoe, just

out at press tiae. You can join NICAP for $7.50. Address 1536 Conn. Ave., N.Y., Washington 6,
D.C. First issue of Ihe publication is TOPS.

A FULL-SCALE H-BOMB ATTACK COULD WIPE OUT THE U.S. as far as a defensible nation

is concerned, Charles K« Shafer, of CDA, told the congressional subcommittee on radioaetive
fallout.

He said such an attack would kill 82,000,000 Americans, if 250 H-Bombs were dropped

an 144 major American dtiea and atretegie targets. Sep. Holifield (D-Calif.), the subcommittee
chairman, told International News Service correspondents that such an attack "for all intents and
purposes would destroy, us as a nation."
BIG NEWS IV MICHIGAN AHA
oas a FS convention held by the MICHIGAN FLYING
SAUCES FEDERATION on June 29th. Conventioners were mainly agog over a color aovie ahowa by

George Adaaski, just back froa Mexico and a lecturer at the meeting. We quote a special release
to the BULLETIN:

More than three hundred people saw a color aovie at the Federation of Women's
Club Building presented by the Interplanetary Foundation. George Adaaski provided tbtt film and
gave the accompanying lecture*
Shown in the first part of the twelve-minute film were six drawinga froa Africa
and twelve froa Japan. These dealt with the interpretation of the Venusian footprints and sym
bols on the photographic plate described in the book, FLYING SAUCESS HAVE LANDED.
THE SECOND HALF OF THE FILM SHOWED ACTUAL COLOR MOVIES OF SAUCESS.

Some of the

outstanding scenes included a jet with vapor trail rising and passing under two very large disks;
two disks moving across the sky; and a small recording disk maneuvering in front of a bank of

foliage while the larger craft controlling it hovered above and in back of it.
ATTENTION FORMER SUBSCRIBERS TO "COSMIC NEWS": At the request of Soger Pierce
and Howard Neuberger, editors of COSMIC NEWS, that publication is being combined with IHE BULLETIN,
BUBUWMPawflBBBaBWBBaaBgBBBoeaautBBHuaBBHteBueuoeouonHBBHaaaeooBPHHecoBPaHBPe^ff^ttgoBaooBBUiicawHw

THESE AND OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE FROM SAUCERIAN HEADQUARTERS*

"FLYING SAUCESS HAVE LANDED" &

"INSIDE IHE SPACE SHIPS" by George Adaaski, $3.50 ea.; "FS ON THE ATTACK," "FS UNCENSOHED" and
"MYSTERIES OF ANCIENT SOUTH AMERICA" by H. T. Wilkins, $3.50 ea.; "REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING
OBJECTS," by E. J. Suppelt, now only $2.95; "EXPANDING CASE FOR THE UFO" and original "CASE FOR

UFO" by M. K. Jessup, $3.50 ea.; Jessup'a UFO ANNUAL." $4.95; Jessup's "UFO AND BIBLE," $2.50;
"MYSTERIES OF TIME AND SPACE," by H. P. <moon expert) Wilkins, $3.50; "YOU DO TAKE IT WITH YOU,"
$3.50, ft "FORGOTTEN MYSTERIES," $3.00, both by DeWitt Miller; "WHITE SANDS INCIDENT," $1.50, ft
"TO MEN OF EARTH," $1.00, both by Dan Fry; "STRANGEST OF ALL" by Frank Edwards, $3.50; "FLYING
SAUCESS COME FROM ANOTHER WORLD" by Jimmy Guieu, $3.50; "THE BOOKS OF CHARLES FORT" $6.50} "THE

TRUTH ABOUT FS" by Aiae Michel, $3.95: "IHEY KNEW TOO MUCH ABOUT FS" autographed by Barker, $3.50;
"IHE SAUCERIAN REVIEW" (Covering 1955) $1.50; "Tflg COMING OF THE SPACE SHIPS," by Gavin Gibbons,
$2.50; "TWO NIGHTS TO REMEMBER" by Carl Anderson, $1.50; "THE HISTORY OF WITCHCRAFT" by Montague
Summers, $6.00; "OTHER TONGUES OTHER FLESH" by Geo. H. Williamson, $4.00 (Also first Williamson

book, "THE SAUCESS SPEAK" $2.00); "WE COME.IN PEACE" by Franklin Thomas, $1.00; Nos. 1 & 2
issues of former THE SAUCERIAN, 50£ ea. (a few left); "A DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS" by Phyloa, a
Martian, $7.50; "SAUCES DIASY" by Israel Norkin, $3.00; "OVER THE THRESHOLD," new book by Dana
Howard, $3.00; "SECRET OF THE SAUCESS" by Orfeo Angelucci, $3.00.
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Subscribers to "COSMIC NEWS1* will receive issues of* W SAlJckllAN BULLETIN' io fulfl
scriptions; Readers who are already subscribers to both publications will receive subscription
extensions amounting to the number of issues of "COSMIC NEWS" owed thea. This move will not

affect SAUCERIAN editorial policies.

It will be no use to question Pierce and Neuberger why

they had to stop publishing their magazine: at least I haven't been able to get thea ts tell ae.
A NEW TYPE OF FLYING SAUCES, or flying whazzit, interrupted the explorations
of Vir* W. Clinton Giles, geologist of Sapid City, South Dakota, during the suaaer. Dr. Giles
was doing geological work in the Canyon Branch of Little Oil Creek when his attention was drawn
to a rapidly moving object. A long fiery thing, which he estimated to be about 300 feet long,
and 10 feet in diameter, whizzed by him and flew at great speed about 200 feet below the top of
the canyon. Visible for only about five seconds, it vanished toward the Black Hills to the
east. The object made no noise. Dr. Giles was so upset by the sighting that he abandoned ex
ploration and headed for borne.
EXCLUSIVE: Dr. Charles Laughead has abandoned his Priory at aoyaaba, Peru,
and is headed back, or is already tack in the States. This move caae about, according to reliable

information reaching THE BULLETIN, because of a difference of opinion between Dr. Laughead and
George Hunt Williamson, also one of the organizers of the Pricry.
In bulletins which he has sent to the U.S. Williaason has outlined his activities '

since leaving the Priory. He has formed what he terms "The Abbey," in a secret valley in Peru,
where he was led, he says, by telepathic aessages froa members of The Brotherhood of the Seven
Rays, which has a hidden aonastary at Lake TitLcaca,Peru.
Members of the secret brotherhood, which have existed there froa the days
of Atlantis and Lemuria, are, according to Williaason, ready to reveal ancient information
witheld from the world until this date.
In his latest Bulletin Williaason states that while it is true that the conti

nent of South America was colonised, in a aaall way, by Atlantis and Leauria, SOUTH «zgPTp.i
EXISTED SIDE BY SIDE with Atlantis and Mu as a THIRD GREAT CIVILIZATION, even ahead of its two
sister continents in scientific and intellectual development. Since South America did not sink,
as did the other' two continents, Williaason states that some of the ancient cities still exist
and are populated, only hidden in the dense jungles. He hopes to be led to these cities by
The Brotherhood of the Seven Rays.

Although Williaason has not revealed the location of the "secret valley" where
his group is now living, THE BULLETIN has information that it lies six degrees south latitude
east of the Andean mountain range.
THE FOLLOWING ABE UN-CHECKED RUMORS ABOUT WILLIAMSON:

That he has allowed his

hair to grow shoulder-length. This with hia in Peru is Karl Hunrath, a rather aysterieus char
acter ia early saucerdoings. It was Hunrath who brought a mysterious ""^Hir to Mt. Tainan
during a visit with George Adaaski. He told Adaaski the machine could be used to bring down
planes — AND flying saucers. Hunrath is even more famous for disappearing with Wilbur J*
Wilkinson in late 1953, after renting a plane, ostensibly to use for tracking down a flying sau
cer. The pair never did return, and it was presumed the saucer had gobbled then up, plane and
all. Other more doubting folk believed the pair had absconded to Mexico.
Found an the walls of Wilkinson's home were weird signs and language, which
his wife, left behind, said caae from outer space. Later it was learned the strange symbols
were attributed to Williaason, who had allegedly discovered thea, either in hia explorations, or
communications with space people.
OTHER INFORMATION SUN DOWN BY THE BULLETIN: The Priory at Moyomba was NOT in
the mountains at all, but in the village of Moyomba. It consisted of a two-story house and out
buildings.

Back to Dr. Laughead, again, a press time bulletin has it that he is now in
Prescott, Ariz., where he has established a practice. Dr. Laughead formerly was eaployed by
the Veteran's Administration, of Whipple, Ariz.

In an attempt at thoroughness, THE BULLETIN, through one of its correspondents,

W SAPCERlAM BULLEHM (Combined wUfa tttSalC MEWS) is edited and" published by
Gray Barker, Box 2228, Clarksburg, W. Va.; D. C. Lucchesi, General Consultant; August C. Roberts,
Photographic Technician; Carolyn M. Freeland, Circulation Director. THE BULLETIN is published
often though on no regular schedule, mainly when we have important news. Price: 35s* for a
sample copy, six issues for $2.00. It will also help if you order books froa us — we can sup
ply ALL the saucerbooks. We send THE BULLETIN our in sealed envelopes. Foreign subscribers
add 50g for each subscription for extra first class postage (this does not include Canada, where
there is no extra charge).

We need clippings and news about UFO's and other strange phenomena.
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to the character of Dr. Laughead, and received the following letter from his former
"Dear

:

W
"This is in reply to your letter of May 8th regarding Dr. Charles Laughead
' who until recently was a member of our medical staff.
"I understand that Dr. Laughead is now in Peru and is engaged in a religious
retreat for the Order of the Seven Rays. This Order is greatly interested in extra-sensory
perception, such as mental telepathy and abilities to predict future events. Dr. Laughead is
one of the leaders of this group.
"Insofar as Dr. Laughead*s character is concerned, he is ethical and a conscient

ious physician and has the ability to establish good rapport with
patients and other medical personnel.
"I hope this information will be of some value to you in
making your decision regarding your contemplated move to Peru.
"Sincerely,"
(Signed) Glenn H. Lubeck, M.D.
Director, Professional Services.
NEWEST SAUCES PUBLICATION IS "THE UFOLOGER," published

by James Villard and Dan Washburn at 4301 Massachusetts Ave., N.Y.,

Washington 16, D.C.

$2.00 for 6 issues, 35c* single copies.

THOSE WHO

HAVEN'T YET PURCHASED A COPY OF THE RUPPELT BOOK, "THE REPORT ON UN

IDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS," can buy a new edition at only $2.95.
OCTOBER ISSUE OF "AMAZING STORIES" (on sale about Sept.

first) will be devoted to articles on saucers, including one titled
"The Aliens Are Among Us," by G.B. Most amazing of all is the return of
Richard S. Shaver to AMAZING STORIES, the magazine in which he shocked
the nation with his famous "Shaver Mystery." Once booted out of the
Dr. Charles A. Laughead
magazine because science fiction fans didn't believe his stories which
he said were true, Shaver now returns with an article — yep, about the dero. September

issue of FANTASTIC UNIVERSE SCIENCE FICTION has a great deal of non-fiction saucer material,

most interesting of which concerns a theory, developed by the Civilian Saucer Intelligence of

NYC, that many of the saucers may be space or upper-ataosphere animals. The article, titled
"Shapes In The Sky? suggests that the months September to November may be the mating season of
the "animals," when the saucers descend close to the earth to be seen. The weird maneuvering
of saucers may simply be mating dances, theorizes the CSI.
ANOTHER AIRLINER BUZZED BY UK).

A TWA airliner was forced to dip suddenly on

the night of July 22, to avoid an unidentified flying object, injuring a passenger and a hostess
of the four-engined Constellation, bound from Chicago to Tuscon nonstop.
A spokesman for TWA said the pilot was flying an assigned course at 18,000 feet

when he sighted the running lights on an approaching object flying a collision course. The
spokesman did not identify the object further.
THE BULLETIN suspects that such cases happen much more often than published.
It is only when passengers are badly shaken up that officials know some explanation must be
made. Government censorship is not necessary to keep such reports from the public: Passenger
traffic would dwindle rapidly if prospective plane riders knew how many UFO's are in the airlanes«
The movie, titled "UFO," has NOT been held up from showings by the Government.
Truth is that boxoffice on the film has been so poor exhibitors hesitate to book it.

public's standpoint, the film is made in too honest a documentary

From the

fashion and has none of

the science fictionish gimmicks that have made fictional saucer films boxoffice successes.
•^w-^i^a^aattgMttancgBaMgaaagnannBBHttBBWwnitfl^^

To:

SAUCERIAN PUBLICATIONS, Box 2228, Clarksburg, W. Va. — Gentlemen:

( ) I enclose $1.50. Please send your 100-page book, THE SAUCERIAN REVIEW, profusely illustrated

and containing a review of the important saucerevents of 1955.
( ) I enclose ($2.00 for 6 issues, $4.00 for 12 issues) $
remittance for a subscription to
THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN (Add 50c* extra for overseas postage).

Please ship the following book(s)
—
( ) I enclose cash for books with postage prepaid I ) Please ship books C.O.D.
Name & Address (Please print),

